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So	what	are	the	“Function	Wars,”	
and	do	they	involve	us?	
Most	definitely:	fear	of	intelligent	design	
has,	to	a	remarkable	extent,	been	the	

main	motive	behind	much	of	what	has	been	published	
in	this	area	over	the	past	decade.	

Example:	from	Dan	Graur’s	2016	Sinauer	textbook,	
Molecular	and	Genome	Evolution:	“Because	genomes	
are	the	products	of	evolution	rather	than	‘intelligent	

design,’	all	genomes	contain	functional	and	
nonfunctional	parts.”		(p.	492)	
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Thesis	for	discussion:	the	unreasonable,	
albeit	entirely	understandable,	fear	
of	intelligent	design	–	along	with	the	
insistence	that	“nothing	in	biology	
makes	sense	except	in	the	light	of	

evolution”	(Saint	Theodosius,	1972)	–		
is	hindering	biological	discovery	
along	several	important	fronts.		

Challenge	to	be	met:	how	can	we	help	
diminish	this	fear	of	ID,	which	is	not	going	away	

any	time	soon,	while	not	surrendering	any	
potentially	fruitful	design	insights	of	our	own?	



Let’s	start	with	what	Daniel	Dennett	
calls	an	“intuition	pump”...		

...in	this	case,	a	memorable	episode	
from	a	late	Victorian	novel,	

later	rendered	in	a	classic	1956	movie.		



Jules	Verne	(1828-1905)	

Around	the	World	in	80	Days	
(1873,	French;	

	1874,	first	English	edition)	



“The	next	day	was	the	12th	of	December.	From	seven	in	the	morning	
of	the	12th	to	a	quarter	before	nine	in	the	evening	of	the	21st	there	

were	nine	days,	thirteen	hours,	and	forty-five	minutes.”	

New	York	
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Liverpool	
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autical	

miles	



On	the	18th	of	December,	the	coal	gives	out.	
Phileas	Fogg	buys	the	Henrietta	for	$60,000,	
and,	as	new	owner,	gives	the	order	to	burn	
all	parts	of	the	ship	not	needed	to	maintain	
the	fastest	possible	forward	motion.	

12/18:	the	poop	deck,	cabins,	bunks,	spare	deck	burned.	

12/19:	the	masts,	rafts,	and	spars	burned.	

12/20:	the	railings,	fittings,	greater	part	of	the	remaining	deck,	and	topsides	burned.	
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The	function	of	steamships,	to	which	everything	
else	is	subordinate,	is	to	travel	as	fast	as	possible.		

The	

These	functions	will	tend	to,	or	actually	
become,	impossible	to	see	or	detect.	

If	only	the	functions	serving	
the	“selected	effect”	are	

real,	then	the	non-existence	
of	any	function	in	this	

space	follows	necessarily.	
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PROBLEM:	“fitness”	is	a	very	crude	
metric	for	function.	

Fitness	collapses	all	functional	details	
(i.e.,	specifications)	about	an	organism	
to	a	single	numerical	value,	defined	&	

	measured	in	terms	of	reproductive	output.	

Thus,	functions	whose	role	it	is	
difficult	or	impossible	to	assess	

via	reproductive	output	
will	tend	to	disappear	analytically.	

Crude	metrics	pull	one	
towards	this	corner	of	
possibility	space.	



“But	Paul,”	you	object,	“surely	fitness	is	
real	–	every	organism	has	a	stake	in	its	

own	reproductive	output.”			

“Seriously,	none	of	us	would	be	
here,	listening	to	you	today,	were	it	
not	for	the	reproductive	successes	of	

our	many	ancestors.”			

Listen:	I	like	babies	and	all	that	as	
much	as	the	next	guy	(although,	

arguably,	not	as	much	as	my	wife).			



The	critical	question	is	this:	are	(or	were)		
differences	in	reproductive	output	–	fitness	–	

truly	the	cause	of	biological	complexity?		

If	so,	then	fitness,	issuing	in	
	“selected	effects,”	should	

	be	our	preferred	analytical	lens	
for	understanding	function.			

If	not,	however,	reproduction	is	just	
another	function	organisms	perform	–	essential,	

to	be	sure,	but	not	causally	primary.			



It	is	not	generally	appreciated	
just	how	severely	impoverished	“fitness”	turns	out	to	

be,	if	viewed	as	the	wellspring	of	biological	understanding.	

Absolute	fitness	(pop	gen)	is	usually	stipulated	as	
1.0,	with	relative	frequencies	of	genotypes	in	the	
population	falling	within	the	interval	0.0	–	1.0.	

How	can	anyone	sensibly	go	
from	that	– a	handful	of	numbers	–	to		
the	information	needed	to	specify	
cell	function,	on	the	next	slide?	



The	“parts	list”	(partial)	of	Mycoplasma	genitalium	(Fraser	et	al.	1995)	



Bacterial cell-division protein 
(ftsZ) 

(from J. Lowe and L.A. Amos, 1998) 



(from Z. Xu,, A. L. Horwich, and P. B. Sigler, 1997) 

Chaperone (groEL) 



Elongation factor Ts (tsf) 

(from Y. Wang et al., 1997) 
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...but	nota	bene:	the	opposite	is	
not	the	case.		Permissive	or	open-	
ended	concepts	of	function	include	
logically	all	lower-level	regularities.	
The	pleasant	and	crew-habitable	
steamship	must	be	a	steamship	to	
exist	at	all.	
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Functions	as	
designed	systems	

Nothing	is	lost.	
Organisms	can	still	
make	babies	(!)	but	
making	babies	no	
longer	has	to	explain	
everything.	
In	other	words,	reproductive	
output	is	still	real,	but	it	no	
longer	has	to	carry	the	
impossible	explanatory	
burden	of	causing	adaptive	
complexity	to	exist.	



“Selection	[a	fitness-derived	concept]	
is	neither	sufficient	nor	necessary	for	
function.	It	is	a	very	useful	proxy	to	
relevant	functions,	but	an	imperfect	
one	and	not	the	only	one.”		(2014)	

Pierre	Luc	Germain	
University	of	Zurich	

Problem	is,	if	one	has	to	build	everything		
from	the	bottom	up,	fitness	and	selection	
end	up	very	nearly	exhausting	your	causal	

toolkit	–	and	functional	analysis	follows	causes.	



“Just	tell	me	
what	happened.”	

words	and	
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(e.g.,	Moby	
Dick	by	Herman	
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Reductive	function:	
only	the	detectable	
actions	matter.	

Text	describing	
externally	
detectable	
actions	or	

movements.	

We,	as	design	theorists,	face	the	
very	tricky	problem	of	describing	
subtle	or	higher-level	functions,	
in	a	scientific	milieu	where		
reductive	analysis,	and	reductive	
criteria,	pretty	much	run	the	show	
(even	among	our	own	crowd).	





“Just	tell	me	
what	happened.”	



OK,	we	can	dump	all	this	text,	
if	“visible	actions”	are	the	
only	thing	that	matters.	



Ever	wonder	why	the	Cliff	Notes	
summary	of	any	novel	is	so	much	
	shorter	than	the	novel	itself?	

Does	that	mean	the	blacked-out	
text	here	has	no	function?	

Of	course	not.	But	its	functions	
are	not	obvious	under	the	most	reductive	

criteria	(e.g.,	“visible	actions”).	



“X	has	no	function”	claims	are	
inherently	sterile	and	impossible	
to	sustain	evidentially.	

So	we	should	take	heart:	our	evolutionary	
colleagues	have	their	faces	smack	up	against	
the	“no	function”	wall.		From	there,	they	
have	nowhere	to	go	(quite	literally).	

BUT	–	you	knew	that	was	coming	–	we	
will	be	stuck	right	there	with	them,	if	
we	use	concepts	such	as	“selected	
effect,”	which	are	grounded,	not	in	
biological	reality,	but	naturalistic	
assumptions.	



We	do	not	make	organisms	–	we	find	them	as	
they	are.		Thus,	our	criteria	of	function	are	likely	

to	reflect	our	ignorance	far	more	than	biological	reality.	
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LUCA	

Given Universal Common 
Descent (UCD), the extent 

of possible molecular 
divergence is tightly 

constrained by 
(a) the functional 

demands of organismal 
viability, (b) known 

mutational processes, 
and (c) time from LUCA. 

[a, b, c] 



UCD	

But this “divergence 
radius” will comprise 

only an extremely small 
neighborhood within 
the possible sequence 

space accessible to 
an intelligent designer. 

design possibilities 

Given Universal Common 
Descent (UCD), the extent 

of possible molecular 
divergence is tightly 

constrained by 
(a) the functional 

demands of organismal 
viability, (b) known 

mutational processes, 
and (c) time from LUCA. 




